EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Financial cards and payments in 2022: The big picture
2022 key trends
Mobile solutions hamper the growth potential of financial card payments
Competitive landscape
What next for financial cards and payments?
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Charge Cards in Norway - Category analysis

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Travel limits, low awareness and few perks reduce the use of charge cards
Limited field hampers awareness of charge cards
Charge cards is missing out on the digitalisation trend

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Weak brand presence and loss of travel perks present a strong challenge to development and growth in charge cards
New business habits to limit the use of charge cards
Credit cards to continue to loom over charge cards

CATEGORY DATA
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Table 32 - Charge Cards Transactions 2017-2022
Table 33 - Charge Cards in Circulation: % Growth 2017-2022
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Credit Cards in Norway - Category analysis

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Commercial credit cards’ full recovery continues to encounter obstacles
Move towards cashless society increases competition from mobile payments
Strong development of e-commerce boosts credit card usage

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Recovery of leisure and business travel to spur spending on credit cards
BNPL is emerging as a significant threat to credit cards
Competitive advantages to maintain the popularity of credit cards

CATEGORY DATA

Table 67 - Credit Cards: Number of Cards in Circulation 2017-2022
Table 68 - Credit Cards Transactions 2017-2022
Table 69 - Credit Cards in Circulation: % Growth 2017-2022
Table 70 - Credit Cards Transactions: % Growth 2017-2022
Table 71 - Commercial Credit Cards: Number of Cards in Circulation 2017-2022
Table 72 - Commercial Credit Cards Transactions 2017-2022
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Table 75 - Personal Credit Cards: Number of Cards in Circulation 2017-2022
Table 76 - Personal Credit Cards Transactions 2017-2022
Table 77 - Personal Credit Cards in Circulation: % Growth 2017-2022
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Debit Cards in Norway - Category analysis

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Economic uncertainty threatens to increase the costs of debit card activities
Apple Wallet and Google Pay help debit cards retain wide popularity
Return to pre-pandemic norms boosts personal and commercial debit cards
PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Debit cards to remain highly popular with local consumers
Growing competition from mobile payment solutions
Credit cards offer significant benefits to challenge debit cards

CATEGORY DATA
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Table 112 - Forecast Debit Cards Transactions 2022-2027
Table 113 - Forecast Debit Cards in Circulation: % Growth 2022-2027
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Pre-Paid Cards in Norway - Category analysis

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Low investment weakens incentives and consumer interest
Opportunities in the return to pre-pandemic norms are offset by a growing preference for Vipps
Mobile apps substitute previously popular pre-paid cards for parking and public transport

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Bank cards and Vipps diminish appeal of open loop pre-paid cards
Fintech activity leads to a surge in alternatives to closed loop pre-paid cards
Virtual gift cards could offer some respite from the decline in physical pre-paid cards
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Table 116 - Pre-paid Cards Transactions 2017-2022
Table 117 - Pre-paid Cards in Circulation: % Growth 2017-2022
Table 118 - Pre-paid Cards Transactions: % Growth 2017-2022
Table 119 - Closed Loop Pre-paid Cards Transactions 2017-2022
Table 120 - Closed Loop Pre-paid Cards Transactions: % Growth 2017-2022
Table 121 - Open Loop Pre-paid Cards Transactions 2017-2022
Table 122 - Open Loop Pre-paid Cards Transactions: % Growth 2017-2022
Table 123 - Pre-paid Cards: Number of Cards by Issuer 2017-2021
Table 124 - Pre-paid Cards: Number of Cards by Operator 2017-2021
Table 125 - Pre-paid Cards Transaction Value by Issuer 2017-2021
Table 126 - Pre-paid Cards Transaction Value by Operator 2017-2021
Table 127 - Closed Loop Pre-paid Cards: Number of Cards by Issuer 2017-2021
Table 128 - Closed Loop Pre-paid Cards: Number of Cards by Operator 2017-2021
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Shift to e-commerce and payment digitalisation undermine the potential for a recovery in store cards
Move towards electric cars hits the key fuel paying use of store cards
Cobranded credit cards erode the primary perks of store cards

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Strong alternatives set to exacerbate the effects of low investment in store cards
Digitalisation and a shift away from "plastic" augur ill for store cards
Virtual products may emerge, but e-commerce is unlikely to significantly boost store cards
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